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Steve Cousins, Founder & CEO,
Savioke

Exclusive for Forbes  – At the Pioneers Festival in Vienna, several of the
leading voices in robotics, including Rodney Brooks, CEO of Rethink
Robotics, and Steve Cousins, former CEO of Willow Garage gathered to have
a candid discussion about the future of robotics.

Cousins, also the creator of ROS (Robot
Operating System), an open source software
that’s become the de facto standard in modern
robots, announced his new robotics
company, Savioke. He won’t go into a lot of
detail, but he did say the company is focused on
service robotics.

Now that Willow Garage has effectively been
dispersed into its eight spin offs, Cousins told
Forbes he wants to continue to work towards
opening up service robotics particularly to those
with disabilities, seniors and older
adults. Savioke wants to deliver easy-to-use, yet
sophisticated robots that help people, in other
words autonomous helpers for the service
industry.

When he talks, Cousins is soft-spoken, quietly brilliant but passionate about
the industry he helped shape over the past decade. Willow Garage served as
the underpinning of the software side of modern day robotics and having
spun out eight companies that work on pieces of the robotic pie, he clearly is
positioned to unite all of that expertise in his new venture.

“ROS brought the robotics community together and enabled them to stand
on each others’ shoulders to do things they hadn’t done before,” Cousins told
a crowded room at the Pioneers Festival today.

PR2, the most famous of all academic lab robots still motivates him.

“What we created with PR2 has the power to change the lives of people with
disabilities, to help them do things we take for granted,” said Cousins.

According to Brooks, the creator of Baxter, he says the biggest challenge in
robotics is figuring out how robots will help customers at a price point that
makes economic sense for them to pay, i.e., it’s customer development.
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had a European passport and would be showing up in labs around Europe.

“The lab is a compromise, not an economic success,” says Colin Angle, who
co-founded iRobot IRBT -2.56%  with Brooks and now is the CEO. “Robots in the
lab are being designed in isolation, not based on real world issues or
problems. I think this trend of selling robots to labs is holding back the
robotic industry.”

Andra Keay, from Robot Garden, Silicon Valley Robotics and Robot
Launchpad, says that’s not a pragmatic approach.

“I think that one of the steps robotics companies are taking to get them
where they want to be is to sell to labs or academic environments. I don’t see
it as a sidetrack, it’s the first place where you see robots interacting with
people,” adds Keay. “Labs are low hanging fruit, and you would be a fool to
avoid low hanging fruit.”

Even though Cousins built Willow Garage on the backs of academic labs, he
admits the industry is a tough one to crack. And he makes a bold move with
Savioke, stepping away from the deep pockets of Willow Garage to create a
company that will create a robot for a specific purpose not bound for a lab.
Even he will need funding to make this venture work.

“It must be something customers value and at a price point that makes sense.
I think we still hear the echoes of the uphill battle that PCs and more recently
tablets had to climb before acceptance,” said Noland Katter, a
business development executive at AnyBots. “It may be a little more difficult
for robots to gain this momentum, because it will require a change in
acceptance of a larger group than individual early adopters.”
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